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Recently F. Timmesfeld has studied finite simple groups G containing an 
involution z such that the generalized Fitting group of the centralizer of z in G 
is an extraspecial 2-group [8]. The present paper deals with a special case left 
open by Timmesfeld. This is necessary for the completion of the “extraspecial 
problem.” More precisely, we shall prove the following 
THEOREM. Let G be a nonabelian jinite simple group possessing an incolution z 
such that the centralizer M of z in G satisJies the follou;ing conditions: 
(i) The subgroup Q = Oz(M) is extraspecial of order 2” and C,%,(Q) c 8. 
(ii) The group :W/Q is isomorphic to ,Z3 x Q,-(2). 
Then G is isomorphic to zD,(2). 
According to [X] we set J@ = :W/‘<zj and M = &f/Q and we use the “bar 
convention.” Further we write C(X) = C,(X) and -N(X) = N,(X) for any 
subset X of G. The other notation is fairly standard. 
1. ON THE STRUCTURE 0~ M. 
Let M = FI x F, where FI N ZZ and FS fl Q,-(2) ‘v’ A, . Let 5 bc an 
element of order 3 in FI . Then X = .iV.vI(<xj) covers M. By [3], M acts irre- 
ducibly on &, so X n Q = (z>. Let X = XI x Xa with XI ‘v & and X2 e A, . 
Let p1 and pe be element of order 3 of XI and X, (resp.) (the in\-erse image of 
XI and X2 in X). Let rl and 7a be 2-element of XI - (z> and X, - <z> (resp.). 
We have Q = C&J Co(~~p~) . C&&J as Co&) - 1. Clearly C’&P~), 
G2(dfJ 1 <x? and C’&& n C&&a) = {z}. xote that (P&I _ p;$a 
and (prp&~ = p&. Let S be an element of order 5 in X-, , then C&S) = 1 as 
[PI , S] = 1 and C&) = 1. Further since 7r centralizes 8, this implies that 
Co(r,) N E?; . Similarly, as [r, , pJ = 1 and as we can assume that 71 inverts 
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22 , it foilows that C~(T~) N Ez6 . SO Co(Tij = Ca(i$, i = 1, 2. As the ccset 
Q,, contains involutions, this implies that 71 and 7.1 are inI-olntior;s. Hence ‘rw 
have XI = (2) x Fl and X, = (z) x F? where Fl e & and F, N Rj . 
This means that -11 splits o\-er Q. Set M = Q . (Fi x F?). By [I] and r8], 
s -s II E Q - (z> and by (3.11) [8], C&) = (d} where L = Q . (QII c 13, 
2nd Q. = O,(C(a)) and 1 U , - r ’ 25 Since the normaiizer cf L in ;i.f contains a~: . 
eiemem ,+ of order 3 of F? , it follows that C&) + (z) ac? it is easy ro SE:: 
that Co&) h Qs * Qs . Acting on Q with (h , po;, we see that z and z 
act fixed-point-free C&J and C[o,ta,,l@I~l) E Cfo,ca,,j(P;lpf) e Q, . Hence 
Ca(pIp2) e C,(p;‘p,) N Qs . Let 7 = rlrp where T; cFI - (pi) azd rZ 5 
AVF4((&) - <pe>. Then r inverrs p1 and ~~9~ , it foo!lows that C,(r)i = 2: acd 
C,(T) N E,a . Sow the coset QT~ contains exact!\- 2j involutions which are 
splitted under the action of Q into 2 orbits with the represenratives 71 {;6 
conjngates) and ~~a (16 conjugates). As C,,(TJ = C.,l(rls) and C,,(--,) == 
C~(T;) . CFIxBo(7J, it follows that rl .+a,I ~~2. Similarly the coset QT~ contrics 
2 conjugate classes of involutions (under M) with the representatives ry (I6 
conjugares) and 7,s (16 conjugates). On the other har:d the coset Qr = QT~:~ 
contains 2” involutions and they are all conjugate under the action of Q. 0-e 
have prored the following 
LElmu i. The group 111 is a splitting extensiootr j Q by Fl x F, , zc’her.? 
F, 2 Z3 and Fp > Q4-(2) z 4, . Let p1 arz pI be element of order 3 of RI and F3 
(resp.). Then Co@,) E Q8 x Q8 , Co(pIpl) !z Q8 andp”, acts-fixed-point-free on c. 
Let- , 1 and 5z be imolution of Fl and F, (resp.). Then Co{rl) - C&r,) N E,: and 
C o~~l~J N E,s . The group M has exactly 5 cmjugate classes oj inmh&ms COII- 
tained in 41 - Q with theJfollozAng set of the representatkes: 
Let Pz = (pp} be a fixed &-subgroup cf Fg . Then -VFp(P$ = P2(~q) :i-her? 
r, is ax involution. We have E = C&P,) ‘v Q, 4 Q8 and ..%Ta,f(E) = Q . (F :; 
P2<+). Let S = Q . (rl , r-2 > be an S,-subgroup of -V.w(E). Then CE((rI I r2>) 
= <z, a> is a four-group, thus C,VM&a): = 2l” * 3. Kate that CE!P2<rB)j = 
CE((~,)) 1! E2a and all involutions in CE(72) - (z) are conjugate in -N&(E). 
Let b E C,(7,) - (z, a>. Then Cev,w(E)(b)’ = 2g . 3. Suppose that a and b 2~:: 
fused in M, This means that the involutions i:: Q - <z> centralized by an 
element of order 3 of N are all conjugate in df and M : C,;(a); = 2 . 3 . 5 
or 2” . 3 * 5. Let u be an involution in Q - ({&I} ‘J {~j), then 2 . 3’ . 5 / 
1 M : C,,(U) which contradicts the fact that Q has 270 noncentral k-:o:titions. 
So N does not fuse a and b. In other words M has exactly 2 conjugate classes 
of in\-oktions contained in Q - (zj which are centralized by a subgro;zp oi 
order 3 of AI. Since P2<ro> is a maximal subgrow? of i;; . it is ezsy to see that 
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i&!:C,i,(a)i = 2.3.5 = 30 and IM:C,(b)l = 2a.3.5 = 60. Thus 
i C,u(~)l = 211 * 3. By (3.11) [8] we have a we x. Let c be an involution in 
Q - ({u”} u {P} u {a}). Then 2a . 3a * 5 1 ; M : C,(c)l. As Q has 270 non- 
central involutions, it follows that i 171: C,M(c)i = 28 * 3p . 5 = 180. Hence we 
have found all conjugate classes of involutions of M contained in Q - (z). By 
(3.13) Fl, a ?LG b 7% c SC a. 
Sow let T = Q . (TV, rz, 3 T ) be an &subgroup of M with TV E Fl and 
~a , 7s EF~ . Let A be an elementary abelian subgroup of order 26 of T. Then 
A g Q. Assume that A contains 2 conjugate of r = rr~a in T. Then by con- 
jugating A in T we can assume that T s A. But C,u(~) = C=(T) = Cq(~)(~l, TV, T& 
does not contain elementary abelian subgroup of order 26. Hence we must have 
1 A n Q i > 24. Assume that 1 A n Q i = 24. Then A contains 2 involutions 
which lie in 2 different cosets Q 71 and QT~ (say), thus A = Co(u) n C,(w) is 
of order 24 where u E A n QT~ and o E A n QT~ , contradicting the fact that 
co(u) n co(c) = cokl) n cdd is of order 28. Thus 1 A n Q I = 2j. Let 
x E A - Q, then passing to a conjugate of A in T m-e may assume that A = 
(A n Q) . (x) where A n Q = C,(x) and x = T1 or x E (78 , ra)+. Obviously 
A 4 T. nloreover if x = T1 then N,,(d) = Q * ((Tl) X F&. If x E (T2 , T8)#, 
then N,,JA) = Q . ((T2, T8) x FJ. Iye have proved 
LEMMA 2. The group M has precisely 3 conjugate classes of involutions con- 
tained in Q - (z) mith the representatives a, b and c. We hate ] aJf I = 2 -3 -5 = 
30, lb-v! =2”*3.5=60 and [cvI =22.38.5=180. Further s~~a 
and a & b +o c & a. Let T = Q * (71, T2 , r3) be an &-subgroup of ;v 
with T1 E Fl and 73 , TV s F, . Then T has exacti’y 4 ekmentmy abelian subgroups of 
order 26. They are A = Co(~l) x <rJ and B = Co(x) x (x) where x E (Ts, , T8)+. 
The groups A and B are self-centralizing in G and A, B 4 T. Moremer N,(A) = 
Q . (<Q) X Fz) ad N,(B) = Q - (<Tz 3 3) X Fd. 
2. THE FIXOX OF h3’OLUTIONS 
First we consider the normaliir of A in G. We have N.\[(A) = Q . ((71) x F*). 
This implies that A n Q does not contain involution which is conjugate in $I 
to C. NOW U, b E A and j CM(~) n NSw(A)I = 211 . 3 and C,!,(b) n N,(A)1 = 
21° . 3. So M has exactly five conjugate classes of involutions contained in A 
with the following representatives x (1 conjugate), a (10 conjugates), 6 (20 con- 
jugates), Tl (16 conjugates) and Tlz (I6 conjugates). Since 2 wC a, it follows that 
N(A) g M. As N(A),/A is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL,(2) and 2 & b, so we 
have I N(A) : N,,(A)1 = 27 = 38. Hence ! N(A)/A I = 26 * 34 * 5. It follows 
that 2 is fused in N(A) to a and Tl (say) and N(A)/A acts irreducibly on A. Set 
N = N(A) and JV = N(A)/A and we use the “bar convention.” Let ff be 2 
minimal normal subgroup of N, then ff can not be a 2-group 2s X acts irre- 
ducibly on A. Suppose that a is solvable. Then R is a 3-group. Let X5 be an 
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Sj-subgroup of-v, then & centralizes g. Kow it is easy to see that R ccntains an 
element E which acts fixed-point-free on A. So under the action of (z>& , the 
group A has 5 orbits of in\-olutions in which one of them is of length 3 and :he 
ethers are of length 15, contradicting n’ ( = 27. Kerce :ve have proved tha: _q 
is not solvable. From the order of 8 it follows that if is simple. By [2] and ;5]: 
Z N A,, A, or PSp,(3). If R C! AC or A,, then 1 f CeT(n)a Ay and C&??) 
is soivable which is not the case. Therefore a N PSpJ3). Xx;- as PSp,(J) 5~s 
no subgroup of index <27, it foilows that 6 k-,- T~.z. Thus C,-‘,b):A = 2% . 3’ . 5 
and CAv(E)/A z &, . We hare pro\-ed 
LzuMz 3. The grGup X(&A is isomorphic to PSpr(3). Further iv(A) ham 
exuctiy 2 cG?@gate classes of involutions cwztai?zed i9: -< with the representatives z 
nnd3. We hme x -avta) a w.V(A~ rl ati b N,\-!~! ~~2, : fan- = 27 atid : bscx): := 
36. l%fGfWEf?r C,-(&),!A is isomorphic to & . 
Let B = Co(,) x (ra). Then A’;,(B) = Q . ((rz , ra>p x PI). TSP hare 
aEB and C(0) n XsM(B)i = 211, SO j X.v(B) : C(aJ C X,Ll<BIl = 6. AS 7” 
inx-er-ts an e!kment x of order 5 of Fs and Co(;,) c Co(ru*) = (,n) if foIlows that 
Co(rZ) contains exactly 6 conjugates of a under the action cf iV.lr(B). SOK it is 
evident that the other 24 irwolutions in Co(7?) - ((nSfd(B)) u (3) CEII no: be 
a!1 conjugete in 111 to b. Thus lV.,,(B) has precisely six conjugate classes cf in- 
volutions contained in B with the foEowing representatives s fi conjugate) 
a (6 conjugates), 6 (12 conjugates), c (12 conjcgates), us (16 conjugates), T~Z 
(16 conjugates). Let T* be an &-subgroup of C(n) then TX g JI’ and B 4 T”, 
so T(B) c 24. As 3 +G b, c and X(B)B is isomo~hic to a subgroup of G&(2), 
i:: follows &a: 1 X(B) : NM(B) = 7. S o x is fused in -Y(B) to a and iY(P),‘B j = 
26 * 3 * 7. The group PI = <pi) is an Sa-subgroup of X(B) and C,(Pi> = (z, :?I?. 
This imphes that 7f I :l~~,,&Pl)‘. On the other hand 2” / ! LY.,-(&P~>.. Ti 
2j / ! X~[&(P~)’ then by a Syiow’s theorem 2s 1 L\.\-w(P,)~ anti 50 
2j j Czy&) n .N(PI)’ which contradicts the structure cf I?,-(~)(B). Sqpose 
that 2-signalizers of .X(B)/B are not tris-ial. Then a 2-signaiizer R cf this grout 
has order 7. Let W be an &-subgroup of :Va,--(B,(A) then BTJE Syl&N(B)) ark 
JV, = Cd(R) has index 62 in FJ’, so ’ Z(BWJ < 2’ a& R cemraiizes Z(PR:) 
ccntradicting the fact that Z(BJJ$) contains a conjugate of x in G. Hence 2- 
signahzers of LV(B)/B are trivial. By [4], X[B!!B ia a Gthfui and splitting 
extension of an elementary abelian group of order g k-L,(7). Now assmne that 
C,(R) + i for a subgroup R of order 7 of ~\~{B>.~Thee I C,(R): = 8 old 
i XV(B)& f ” = 23 * 3. There is an involution u E C,(R) n-hich ls centralized b>- 
?vT~(~)(R), so u has either 64 or 8 conjugates in K(3) which is impossijie. Thus 
R acts fixed-point-free on B. This implies that 5 +s:s) rZz (~a>-) and z w,~;~; 7: . 
Hence ’ Cm\-(&)B ’ = 25 - 3. We hal-e proved 
LEKM.4 4. The group N(B)/B is a faitifu! and split&g extemim cf an 
e!‘e3neztztmy abeLa= group of order 8 by L,(7). An S,-nrbgrG@ Of L)@‘) acts ufixed- 
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point-free on B. Further N(B) has precisely three conjugate classes of involutions 
contained in B zL.ith the representatkes x, b, c and me hate z No,. a (7 conjugates), 
b -.\‘cB) T~ZZ (28 conjugates), c -*,Q,) 7z (28 conjugates). Finally C,,Q) has order 
24 - 3. 
By the transfer theorem of Thompson (5.38) [6], 7 = ~~7s is conjugate in G 
to an involution in Q(ra , 7s). C onsidering this together with lemma 3 and 4 we 
have 
LEMilL4 5. The group G has precisely three conjugate classes of involutions with 
th.e representatives x, b and c. 
3. THE IDEWTIFICATION OF G 
We first determine the centralizer of b in G. Set X = C(b) and X = X/(b) 
and we use the “bar convention.” Assume that X + N,(A). We have Nx(A)/A 
= C,-(,)(b)/A N_ L’e , C,(Z) C N,(A) and ] C,(Z): = 21° * 3, SO i N,(A) : C,(z), 
= 3 . 5 = 15. Let To be an &-subgroup of C,v(b) (hence of N,(A)), then 16 
conjugates of 7r in the coset (A n Q) or are splitted under the action of To into 
two orbits which are both of length 8. This means that z is conjugate in N&4) 
to an involution u in A n Q. Further zu +r U. Suppose that O(X) + 1. Then 
O(X) n N,(A) = 1. Acting (2, U) on O(X): we see that 2 acts fixed-point-free 
on O(X). As 2, u, 2u are conjugate in N,(A), so u and 2u act fixed-point-free on 
O(X), a contradiction. Thus O(X) = 1. Suppose that O,(X) f 1. As an Sa- 
subgroup of &&(A) is an &-subgroup of X, so Oa(X)C-$(A) and hence 
O,(X) C 2. As X # .&(A) by the assumption, so O,(X) + 2. Since 
O,(X) n Z(To) = .Z(T,) = (a) and gNx(& 1 = 15, it follows that O,(X) N E,r . 
Let 0, be the inverse image of O,(X) in X, then O,+ has 3 orbits under the 
action of fVr(A) with the representatives b, 2 and rb -o b. Now llrx(A) acts 
transitively on 15 conjugates of 2 in 0, which contradicts the fact that C,(z) C 
N&4) and X # N,(A). So O,(X) = 1. Let L be a minimal normal subgroup 
of X. ThenE is not solvable. Since an &-subgroup of Nx(z) is an ?a-subgroup 
of X, so 1 + z n Nx(ii) 4 N,(A). Since I EL n To and ; svxca) = 15, it 
follows that i A :L n A 1 < 2. Suppose that z n .!&(A) C d Then S = 
L n Nx(x) is an &-subgroup of z, but then s is self-normalizing in J?, con- 
tradicting the fact that E is a direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple 
groups with abelian &-subgroups. Thus L n Ak(A) g 2. We first consider the 
case P = E n Nx(,?i) 3 3. We have Y/!‘A N_ A, or ,&. Obviously z is simple -- 
if Y!:,‘A II! Ea. Tf Y/A N A5 , then s = To n I% is an &-subgroup of L and 
1 Z(S); < 2z. On the other hand BE Z(S) and 1 CL-(a)i = 1 Cd,%): = 28 m 3. 
This implies that E is simple. By [2] and [q, we see that J? does not exist. So we 
can assume that P = E n .IV~(A~ $ d Then ’ Y n d 
-- 
= 24 and Y/Y n A N .Z6 
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or As and P n d contains 15 conjugates of f. It foilows easily:hat L is simple 
Again by [2] and [5], ,E d oes not exist if F/Y n d N & . If E;F ,? B 2 Ai_, . 
then E e Ai, or the Mathieu group Ma, . _now L~A~(x):L’=2” so b! 
the structure of A,, and 11&s we get 1 A C~.Avp,~, g ?i-&r2), contradicting 
C.&F) E A2(2). This final contradiction shows that X = :JTXj9) = C,! ,;(h). 
We have established the following 
LEMMA 6. m-e hme c(b) = C,(,)(b) and so c(b) is an extension of :ie 
e~e’ernenturq abelian group A of order 2’3 by .Z’, . 
LEMXA 7. Let D = {zG>. Then D is a set c$ mc~ t-imo?do7rs ij! the se77se 0,; 
TirnnresjZd [7j. 
Proof. First of all we remark that I + T = or-? as it is easily seen from 
lemma 3 and 4. Let X, y E D and S = (x, 4’). Pm u = 1~. Suppose that G(U) = 3K 
with K z 1. Set r = Us, then (n) = Z(X). 
Case i. c w z. We may assume that v = 2. If li 5 2”? then x.;Y’ E C., En.2 
we can assume that x E QT~ as z. + ~~7~ . So as - b which contradicts .Z.Y -s x 
or 3:. Thus we have k = 2”. We can assume that X, y E T. So O(W) = 4 ifs, -Y E 2. 
If x g ,G, then x’ inverts ua E Q. As C,(X) h’ & and G = C&33.) so ;’ 
centralizes 9, thus O(U) = 4. 
Case 2. r % c. We assume that x = z. As k ye I, SC xt’ = m: yx s or 1’ 
This means that E’ I+ Q, then the coset 00 has 2 conjugate classes of invo1utior.s 
Gth the representatives n - c and .sv - 2, contradicting the structure of 31. 
Case 3. c -. b. We assume that .r = z. Sow xw 2’ 2, it follows that 2’ E ci. 
By the structure of Mwe can put e’ = zrr . By lemma 6 we haw C(b) = C.,!,,),, .$ : 
and zrt w.v(A) 6, so C(ZT,) = C,,--(a)(ar,). In other wcrds we may asstime that 
A-, y E T. From the structure of A4 we have X. y P G, hence .r. y E &rl : but thee 
[.Y: y] = 1: contradicting K + 1. 
LElUX4 8. G .x aD,(2). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of lermna 7 and of the mak resk 
of Timmesfeld [7]. 
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